Temple Square Photo Scavenger Hunt
Each item is worth 1 point unless otherwise indicated. At least one person from your team must be
in each picture.
Take a picture:
-

With a Sister Missionary (bonus point
if she’s from Europe)
Making a snow angel
With an Angel Moroni statue
Singing a Christmas carol to a
stranger (movie)
Of the Little dipper (on the side of the
SLC temple)
Laying on a bench
Of a singing group
Opening the door for 4 people
Of the Christus statue
Of a bundle of wheat
Walking up stairs backwards
Of a Bell
Posing with a statue
Of a Miniature Salt Lake Temple
Hiding behind a tree / bush
Of a statue of Joseph Smith with eyes
open
Of a statue of Joseph Smith with eyes
closed
Doing the “wave” (movie)
Of the Star of David (Assembly Hall)
Doing yoga poses
Of a seagull, a lion, and a beehive
statue
Spelling out YMCA
Ring around the Rosie (statue of
woman and children)
Of the Church’s official logo
Making faces through a window
Washing your hands
Playing follow the leader

-

Of a building shaped like an oval
Sitting in a tight space
Of a granite sun, moon, and stars
Faking a marriage proposal
Posing with a security guard
Looking in a mirror
Of the Peter, James, and John statue
Playing air guitar
Of handcart pioneers
Of the Emma Smith statue
Explaining to a stranger why choir is
awesome (movie)
With a candy cane
Whip / nae-naeing with an employee
With cool Christmas decorations
With a traffic sign
Of your entire team reading
pamphlets
Posing like a boy band
Of your entire team wearing hats
With a nativity scene
Hugging a tree
Jumping picture
With a dog
Of your entire team’s reflection
Hiding in a clothes / coat rack
Picture with Mr. Taylor (bonus 10
points)

